
Sculpted by Ice  

 

Ice Ice everywhere 

 

Over vast plains the north wind blows – frigid and frost-ridden; the few trees are bare, shaking and shivering; a 

hazy mountain range rises in the horizon; in the middle distance across the frozen river a herd of shaggy 

animals trudge their way, heads down against the wind and snuffling for hidden grass and shoots under the 

iced soil. A group of fur-clad people watch - spears at the ready, eyes squinting against the blinding snow and 

wind; stomachs growling in hunger. But they must wait. 

Someone starts a story-song and people sigh, and settle around the fire.  

 

‘Without an ability to compose fiction, (one is) unable to cooperate effectively in large numbers.’  

-Yuval Harari 

 

What is an Ice Age? 

Huge ice sheets spanning continents absorb the waters of the earth’s oceans and lakes.  

  A climatic quirk or plate tectonics (as when south and north America joined 

at the isthmus of Panama 2 million years ago) can change climate by cooling 

temperatures so suddenly - that glaciers build up over the earth’s seas and 

continents.  

Once started, the expanding glaciers make more ice - like a microphone 

magnifies a whisper to a storm-wind. Temperatures plummet, the earth 

enters a long winter called a glacial. 

  Welcome to the Ice Age! 

 

An Ice age does quickly (in geological times of a few thousand years) what plate movements, erosion etc. 

would have taken millions of years. 

By absorbing most of the planet’s waters, it re-routes air and ocean currents, sometimes even stopping them 

altogether. Ice Ages can last for millennia with swings between warmings and coolings as ice sets and resets 

itself. The last Ice Age lasted over 2 million years. 

For life on earth survival became a challenge. 



 

 Glacier or ‘ice river’  

 

Glaciers can reorganize landforms dramatically –grinding down mountains and valleys, forming ice-dammed 

lakes and sending cold winds and icy dust downwind (downrift).  

Scientists say four glacials happened on earth - 

800-600 million years ago Late Pre-Cambrian Glacial before life evolved 

460-420 million years ago Orduvician- Silurian Glacial beginnings of life? 

320-250 million years ago Permo-Carboniferous  mass extinctions 

3-2.6 million years ago  Last Pleistocene Glacial humans on earth 

 

The last Pleistocene (Palaeolithic in human terms) saw many species live and die out; including human-like 

species or hominins. 

None survived – except  the homo sapiens sapiens. The Clever Ones. 

The Game Hunters is a story about late Ice Age homo sapiens in Asia - our deep ancestors facing the 

challenges of living in the deep freeze. 

 

Earth’s Thermostat 

Heating & cooling systems of the planet 

Three astronomical factors decide such massive temperature changes – 

1. Orbital movement/ eccentricity - the distance between earth and sun. While earth’s path around the 

sun is an ellipse, earth meanders a bit - once in 100,000 and 412,000 years.  

 

2. Tilting movement/ obliquity - a slight change in the tilt of the earth’s axis – shifting the equator 

towards or away from the sun. It happens in 41.000 year cycles. 

 



3. Wobbles in earth’s spinning also changes atmospheric and surface temperatures - in 22, 000 year 

cycles. 

 

There can be many permutations & 

combinations of these three factors deciding 

whether earth has an icy glacial or a warm 

interglacial. 

Specific combinations of the three can suddenly 

cool the earth, like a switch turning on a giant 

air-conditioner; with swings of sudden colds and 

warms in between.  

 

Through the Pleistocene the ice advanced and 

retreated at least 50 times! 

Towards its end there was a sudden cold snap -

- the Younger Dryas.  

 

 

Credit: https://www.universetoday.com/39012/milankovitch-cycle/ 

 

Enter – Humans & Hominins 

 

Human Control switch:  How we changed earth’s climate 

‘The emergence of one species – the homo sapiens that set about restructuring the planet.’ 

With the emergence of life living creatures already moderated earth’s greenhouse gases.  

Now our species injected a new factor into the astronomical thermostat.  

While struggling to survive, our ancestors tweaked their environment. They killed animals sometimes in the 

hundreds; they altered the food chain; they gathered plant food and so altered the genetic make-up of many 

plants. And they travelled vast distances in search of favourable conditions and food. 

By the end of the Ice Age, they were present on all continents, coping with the vagaries of the climate and 

prospering in spite of its icy grip. 

Some researchers feel that Pleistocene hunters drove many animals especially mammoths to near extinction. 

Whatever, they did affect life and climate on earth. 

 

Hominins and Species Die off 

The Pleistocene, as moment in natural history, engendered, killed off, and intermingled species…The 

entire tribe of hominins – lost to the sediments of time.’ 

https://www.universetoday.com/39012/milankovitch-cycle/


                     

Credit: Pinterest Archaeological Facial Reconstructions  

LEFT:Denisovan Man   RIGHT: Ice Age people 

Our glimpses into this far-off time have been made easier by a few key modern inventions.  

 Carbon dating allows us to find the near-exact ages of artefacts and remains. 

 Genetic studies now also let us understand from past remains the people and creatures who lived.  

Researchers have found about 27 hominin species to have existed on earth. As the earth cooled after 300 

million years  many species died, some new ones appeared. Hominins too came and went – their bones found 

today in gorges, quarries and caves. Sometimes hominin species met, perhaps lived together and occasionally 

interbred. 

But by approximately 25000 years ago, there was only homo sapiens left on earth –our Ice Age ancestors.  

 

How cold is cold  

Climate, flora and fauna in Eurasia 

Around 22000 years ago came a very cold phase called the Last Glacial Maxim. This was followed by an 

even more vicious cold snap – the Younger Dryas. 

Around 11000 years ago the ice lost its grip and a rapid warming brought us to the present Holocene Age.   

 

All of known human civilization arose in the Holocene - an interglacial. But no interglacial has lasted 

longer than about 12000 years – before now. 

 

According to scientists the mechanisms of glaciations have not ended – Ice Ages come in cycles.  



 

What River White may have looked like at Melt 

 

The Ice Age was not same throughout the globe. Depending on surface reflectivity of the ice, continent size, 

latitude and the atmosphere at a place, (plus other factors) the climate varied. 

 North America was covered in continent enveloping ice sheets  

 Permafrost deepened in the poles and continent interiors of Eurasia  

 In the African Rift there were vast ‘pluvial’ lakes and heavy rains  

 Huge sand dunes covered  Australia 

 In Eurasia and Siberia were smaller glaciers on mountains, inland salt seas, ice-dammed lakes and 

immense plains of loess  downwind from the glaciers. 

Sea-levels everywhere were 400 feet lower, making the continents vaster and often joined together. In 

Southeast Asia there was Sundaland where now there is the South China Sea and Indian Ocean; in the Arctic 

was Beringia the famous land-bridge now sunk, over which early humans crossed over to America; in 

northern Europe was Doggerland instead of the North Sea and the English Channel. 

 

The atmosphere both transmitted and tempered the effects of the cold. Ice sheets blocked air flow, stirred up 

storms, stretched winters and shortened summers. The dust blowing off the glaciers hung in the cold air for 

months. 

Just  before the final warming to the Holocene, the Laurentide ice sheet over North America collapsed sending 

massive quanities of cold water into the Atlantic – cutting off circulation of the Gulf Stream (carrying warmer 

waters of the tropics to the northern latitudes). The Younger Dryas set in. 

In its vicious cold many animals and plants died, many went extinct.  Some moved into refugia - sheltered 

spots where the climate was less severe.  

 

This shows how cold [less than -50 centigrade) it got during 

the Younger Dryas cold snap around 12500 years ago 

(approximately). 

 

 



Scientists, paelo-archaeologists continue to research the last Ice Age discovering more and more about our 

roots.  

 

But what grew and who lived in that cold. 

The Eurasian plains had been largely taken over by advancing ice sheets and glaciers. 

In southern Siberia around the Altai and Sayan Mountains and on the western shores of Lake Baikal and River 

Angara small strands of woods and cold-loving trees survived. 

 The plains around were 

glacier free. Large lakes 

provided fresh water. This 

place formed a refugia for life 

to sit out the cold snap. 

Mammoths hunted through the 

ice age became rare on the 

southern plains. But herds of 

steppe bison roamed and 

many other animals.  

The climate was extreme with 

short warm summers and very 

long and cold winters.  

North-facing river valleys and 

terraces were greener with 

occasional woods of dwarf 

trees. Large trees were very 

uncommon. The change from season to season was dramatic in plant life and ice cover.  

Humans survived in that punishing cold by building themselves subterranean houses roofed with mammoth 

bones and animal hides. Or living near small hills near freshwater rivers and lakes – in south and east facing 

caves on low hill slopes with overhangs which caught sunlight and kept them safe from predators.  

Settlements scattered throughout the Eurasian steppes  (and of course Europe & America which have been 

much studied) show dwellings, carvings, tools ranging from 45000 years ago to the end of the ice Age. 

They made tools to hunt big animals, worked together as a team and sewed coats and capes to protect 

themselves from the severest of winters lasting through 8 to 10 months of the year. 

Such was the place the tribes of Game Hunters lived in – near River White, the shores of Lake and even small 

hilly places near streams – wherever food was available; they were highly mobile compelled to move with their 

food sources. And they needed to understand Nature – the plants and the animals and weather - survival 

depended on it. 

 



 

Yukon bison similar to its ancestor the 
steppe bison – bison priscus which Shiga 
hunted 
-
Credits:www.northernpublicaffairs.ca/in
dex 
 

 

Other animals like Siberian ibex 

hares, wolves and very large hyenas 

lived in these mixed zones of 

steppe/semi forest/tundra. Birds 

congregated near rivers and lakes in 

summer. 

 

This is what the tribes lived on – hunting and gathering in the warm short summer (Growing) and making sure 

they had enough to take them through the winter months. 

It was a time of tough challenges with people living in small tribes and populations rising and falling. 

 

Sculpted by ice 

‘the genetic inheritance of this world of ice is still with us.’ 

We were born in the deep freeze and sculpted by the Ice Age. Thrown into the harshest climate and large 

extinctions of biota, adaptation and flexibility were the only means of survival as a species. They were mobile. 

When the climate around grew too harsh to live in – they moved, travelling across icescapes looking for  

shelters where the harshness of wind and ice was a little less, and food animals available a little more. 

This required behavioural flexibility. Moving in small tribes they came together to form  bigger networks and 

dispersed again as time and circumstances dictated. 

As every few generations came up repeatedly with climate challenges – their brains and minds grew special 

neural networks – of creative problem-solving. 

Forced to be inventive they made needles to sew clothes from hide skins. Hunting  big game – required much 

cooperation and planning. Preparing and preserving meat for the long winters meant preservation skills and 

division of labour – so that the meat could be brought in fast.  

And there was knowledge of their environment – they observed and filed away information on Nature – 

weather patterns especially when changing, behaviour of plants and animals, a deep regard and fear of the 

earth.  

Creativity now extended further into more cooperative work and network - culture. Learning and teaching each 

other helped extend the groups survival skills; so helping each other with child rearing and looking after the old 

(who were also the most experienced). 

Community and social behaviours emerged. Emotional attachments, care giving built an extremely resilient 

species increasing their survival chances where others failed. 



The deep freeze of the ice thus moulded the human personality. 

Urm’s knowledge of the land, Shiga’s deep love for it, his struggle to overcome his inner fears for the sake of 

the tribe; the increasing cold making humans adaptable and tough - the need for putting the community before 

self - all come together in the Game Hunters. 

**** 

 

 


